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ABSTRACT: The global health-threatening crisis from the COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), highlights the scientific and engineering potentials of applying ultraviolet (UV) disinfection
technologies for biocontaminated air and surfaces as the major media for disease transmission. Nowadays, various environmental
public settings worldwide, from hospitals and health care facilities to shopping malls and airports, are considering implementation of
UV disinfection devices for disinfection of frequently touched surfaces and circulating air streams. Moreover, the general public
utilizes UV sterilization devices for various surfaces, from doorknobs and keypads to personal protective equipment, or air
purification devices with an integrated UV disinfection technology. However, limited understanding of critical UV disinfection
aspects can lead to improper use of this promising technology. In this work, fundamentals of UV disinfection phenomena are
addressed; furthermore, the essential parameters and protocols to guarantee the efficacy of the UV sterilization process in a human-
safe manner are systematically elaborated. In addition, the latest updates from the open literature on UV dose requirements for
incremental log removal of SARS-CoV-2 are reviewed remarking the advancements and existing knowledge gaps. This study, along
with the provided illustrations, will play an essential role in the design and fabrication of effective, reliable, and safe UV disinfection
systems applicable to preventing viral contagion in the current COVID-19 pandemic, as well as potential future epidemics.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a large family of viruses that can
cause illness, ranging from the common cold to more severe
disease like the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-
CoV) or the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-
CoV).1,2 First reported in Asia in February 2003, SARS spread
over the next few months to more than two dozen countries on
various continents, including North America, South America,
Europe, and Asia, before the SARS global outbreak of 2003
was contained.3 According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), a total of 8096 people worldwide became sick with
SARS during the 2003 outbreak and 774 of them died.4,5 In a
similar case of a fatal outbreak, in September 2012, health
officials first reported a disease in Saudi Arabia. Through
investigations, it was identified that the first known cases of
MERS occurred in Jordan in April 2012.6 At the end of January

2020, a total of 2519 laboratory-confirmed cases of MERS,
including 866 associated deaths (case-fatality rate 34.3%), were
reported globally. The majority of these cases were reported
from Saudi Arabia (2121 cases), including 788 related deaths
with a case-fatality rate of 37.1%.7

The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) is a new strain from
the CoV family that has not been previously identified in
humans. The emergence of COVID-19, the disease caused by
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SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019 in Wuhan, China, created a
pandemic that resulted in large-scale scientific, economic,
and public efforts to contain viral transmission.2,8−10 As of
August 1, 2020, a situation report from the World Health
Organization (WHO) states that more than 17 million
confirmed cases and more than 675 thousand deaths have
been identified in 213 countries or regions.11 Thus far, the
novel CoV is being transmitted directly person to person,
among other routes. The best way of dealing with the CoV
pandemic is first simply to reduce the risk of being infected by
the virus through blocking the transmission routes.12

Pathogens, including viruses, are able to spread and be
transmitted by environmental routes, including air and inert
surfaces or indirectly through touching a contaminated
surface.13,14 In this regard, avoiding close contact with anyone
showing COVID-19 symptoms, such as coughing, sneezing,
fever, and difficulty breathing, is strongly recommended by
various infection control agencies.15 WHO urges everyone,
particularly those in high-risk areas, to prevent infection spread
through regular hand washing and wearing facial masks or any
other physical transmission barriers. However, the efficacy of
these preventative actions is limited, particularly in indoor
environments where biocontaminated circulating air or
frequently touched surfaces can mediate transmission.
Coughing by a COVID-19 infected individual can produce

about 3000 droplets in a wide size range (10−1 to 102 μm).16

Droplets larger than 100 μm deposit rapidly on surfaces.16,17

According to a study published in the New England Journal of
Medicine, SARS-CoV-2 can live on surfaces for several hours
to days, depending on the surface material (Figure 1), similar

to durations previously reported for SARS-CoV-1.18 Tiny
droplets (0.1−5 μm) are capable of dissolving with the aerosol,
remaining airborne, and traveling hundreds of meters.17,19

Intermediate size range (5−100 μm) droplets also shrink to
tiny sizes due to evaporation,17 and the peak concentration of
droplets in bioaerosols are in two diameter ranges: 0.25−1.0
μm and 2.5−10 μm.20 Factors such as air current, temperature,
and humidity can also affect bioaerosol transmission rates.
Traces of the SARS-CoV-2 virus were first detected in aqueous

media in Paris’ nonpotable water, which is used for cleaning
streets and watering parks.21 More recently, various studies
identified SARS-CoV-2 RNA, and not the infectious particle, in
municipal wastewater for different countries;22−25 however,
there is no evidence of COVID-19 transmission through
contaminated water so far.26

The risk of viral infection could be reduced through many
control techniques, including heat sterilization, chemical
disinfectants, filtration, and ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. The
possible material damage caused by heat sterilization, in
addition to the shortages of consumer chemical disinfectants
and filters on the market, poses a critical challenge throughout
pandemics leading to demand for more sustainable disinfection
systems. Disinfection using UV radiation has been a fast-
growing chemical-free technology over the past decades. UV
radiation is highly efficient at controlling microbial growth in
any medium, such as water and air, as well as on any type of
surface.
In the latest COVID-19 pandemic, UV air and surface

disinfection has attracted tremendous attention, and many
products became available on the market.27 Various public
places with different levels of contaminated air and surface
probabilities, from hospitals and health care facilities to
restaurants and cafeterias, started using UV surface disinfection
systems. Widespread use of UVC disinfectors is also advised to
limit virus spread after reopening of public places.17 However,
limited understanding of the critical aspects of UV disinfection,
not only among the majority of general public but also with
some of the UV surface disinfection manufacturers, has led to
inappropriate use of this promising technology. Dubious and
nonscientific performance claims by some of the UV system
designers and manufacturers are unfortunately widespread.
This review elaborates on the application of UV radiation for
disinfecting biocontaminated media with an emphasis on the
SARS-CoV-2 case. The authors’ objective is presenting a
technical-rich critical review and discussing the scientific
fundamentals of UV dose requirements for disinfection,
protocols for performance validation of UV systems, and
safety considerations regarding the use of UV radiation.

■ FUNDAMENTALS OF UV DISINFECTION
UV disinfection has been a validated technology for the
disinfection of pathogens on surfaces, as well as in air and
water, for several decades.28,29 A particular spectrum of UV
radiation between 200 and 280 nm, the so-called UVC
spectrum, has been employed extensively as the germicidal
range of UV radiation. Over the UVC range, a more
detrimental effect on microbial cells occurs because the
intercellular components of microbes (e.g., RNA, DNA, and
proteins) can sensitively absorb UVC photons,30 as displayed
in Figure 2A. Absorbed UVC photons cause critical damage to
the genomic system of microorganisms (nucleic acid and
microorganismal proteins), preventing them from replicating
and surviving, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2B, where
the adenine−thymine bond is collapsed and a covalent linkage,
pyrimidine dimer, is generated between two adenines leading
to inability of the cell to replicate. Therefore, the effect of UV
irradiation on microorganisms is called “inactivation” and not
“killing”. Although the effectiveness of UV irradiation on the
infectivity of viruses and the nucleic acid of the virion is well
documented, an increased environmental UV dose is likely to
lead to an increased rate of viral mutation.31 The virus can
replicate even in the presence of induced mutations, but the

Figure 1. Viability of SARS-CoV-2 on various surfaces based on the
data reported by van Doremalen et al. (with permission).18
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effect on the viral genes could be different.32 The lethal effect
of the UV-induced nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) damage
depends on the location of changes within the viral genome.33

In addition, many mutations will not have any discernible
effect on the virus, as they are repaired by the host nucleic acid
repair mechanism. The majority of the mutations diminish the
infectivity of the viruses since most viral genes have a specific
role to perform. However, some mutations may lead to the
evolution of more pathogenic viruses. For instance, a novel
receptor-binding protein can be synthesized within the virus
structure that enables the virus to infect a different cell type in
host. It is also likely that some UV-resistant strains of viruses
will emerge, perhaps as a result of evolving a thicker capsid
structure to protect the nucleic acid from UVC damage.33

Different UVC sources have been utilized in academic
research, as well as industry, such as low and medium pressure
mercury UV lamps,34 UV light-emitting diodes (UV-LEDs),35

and far-UVC (200−240 nm) radiating excimer and micro-
plasma lamps.36 Figure 2C demonstrates the spectral power
distribution (SPD) of the different UVC sources. Note that
UV-LEDs can generate different peak wavelengths in the UVC
region,37,38 ranging from 255 to 285 nm, and the SPD of a 270
nm UV-LED is depicted in Figure 2C as an example.

UV disinfection is an energy-based process, where the
inactivation ratio is determined by the applied UV dose via the
disinfecting unit. The UV dose (mJ cm−2) is calculated by the
delivered irradiance or fluence rate to microbial cells (mW
cm−2) multiplied by the exposure time (s).30 Thus, for UV-
induced reactions, the most accurate fashion to report the
kinetic data is as a function of UV dose rather than time.40 The
disinfection of biocontaminated air and surfaces could be
assumed as more straightforward and predictable applications
of UV radiation, as compared to water treatment.41 However,
to achieve a valid inactivation value, e.g., 99.99%, by a UV air
or surface disinfector, several factors are involved, which can be
grouped into two categories: inherent microbial characteristics
and target medium characteristics.

■ INHERENT MICROBIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The UV disinfection mechanism is absorption-based ruled by
the susceptibility of microbe genetic material to UV wave-
length. This susceptibility varies widely among species of
microbes. Viruses, as an example, are composed of a nucleic
acid identified as either double-stranded DNA (dsDNA),
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA), or single-stranded RNA (ssRNA).28 In general,
single-stranded viruses are more sensitive to UV irradiation

Figure 2. (A) Relative UV susceptibility of a general RNA or DNA, as well as E. coli bacteria and MS2 virus, over the germicidal region extracted
from published values.39 (B) Schematic of thymine dimerization for a UV exposed double-stranded DNA. (C) Sample spectral power distribution
(SPD) for different germicidal UV sources.
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because of lacking the redundancy of genetic information in a
second strand that allows double-stranded viruses to repair the
damage.42 The viral nucleic acid, independent of its type, is
encased in a protein capsid,43 and in some viruses, such as the
influenza virus44 and SARS-CoV-2,45 the protein capsid is itself
encased in a lipid envelope. Nonenveloped viruses are typically
more UV resistant than enveloped viruses, since proteins and
lipids of the envelope may be disrupted more easily than other
viral parts.46

The UV susceptibility governing specifications are not
limited to the RNA or DNA structure. The virus also contains
proteins, for example, spike proteins in the CoV family, which
are necessary for binding of the virus to receptors on the host
cell and infecting the cell.44 Physical size, molecular weight,
surface hydrophilicity, and presence of repair mechanism are
the other effective species-dependent microorganismal proper-
ties. All mentioned intrinsic characteristics of viruses determine
the kinetics of UV induced inactivation of a virus. Considering
the inherent characteristics and genomic structure of micro-
organisms, Kowalski presented a genomic model to predict the
sensitivity of different viruses to 254 nm UV exposure and
reported kinetic data that is fairly in agreement with
experimental analysis.47

The inherent sensitivity of microbial DNA/RNA and
proteins also depends on the wavelength of incident UV
photons. As illustrated in Figure 2B, the DNA/RNA maximum
UV absorption is around 265 nm. In other words, a UV
disinfection system with a 265 nm emitting UV source needs a
lower UV dose to achieve the same amount of damage to
DNA/RNA compared to the one with 254 nm emitting UV
source. However, as mentioned above, the genomic material,
that is, DNA or RNA, is not the only ruling specification.
Understanding of a convolution of utilized UV source SPD
(Figure 2C) and microorganism UV susceptibility over the
UVC spectrum is crucial in identifying the germicidal power of
a UV disinfection system.48 As an example, the actual UV
susceptibility of Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria and MS2 virus
is compared to the one for DNA and RNA in Figure 2A. For
example, the germicidal power of a UV-LED with 265 nm peak
wavelength for inactivating MS2 virus is reported to be roughly
1.15 times higher than that of a conventional 254 nm mercury
UV lamp.48,49

■ TARGET MEDIUM CHARACTERISTICS
The kinetics of UV virus inactivation can be significantly
different between a controlled system in the laboratory and a
practical system. The inactivation rates for microbes depend on
material and structure of the surface and turbidity of the air
stream as well as the ambient conditions, for example, relative
humidity (RH) and temperature.
Certain metallic surfaces such as copper or silver naturally

provide biocidal effects that may be additive with UV
exposure.50 In addition, the materials vary in affinity for
microbe−surface attachment; for example, surfaces with
organic paints may encourage surface colonization and
microbial aggregation,51 which changes the required UV
dose for a certain inactivation ratio. It has been shown that
the required UV dose for 90% viral reduction is increased by a
factor of 1.5−2 for a surface compared with air due to
aggregation on surfaces.42 Moreover, some surfaces have
irregularities, crevices, and roughness at the microscopic level,
which create dark spots on the surface and offer shadowing or
protection against UV exposure. A similar shadowing effect in

the case of air treatment can be caused by the presence of
larger particles and dust in the air stream. In addition, the
microbial cells may be attached and agglomerated on dust,
which leads to generation of tiny biofilms requiring higher UV
dose to be inactivated. Biofilms are a collective of one or more
types of microorganisms that can grow on many different
surfaces, and it is commonly accepted that biofilm-forming
microorganisms include bacteria, fungi, and protists.41

However, formation of complex biofilm-like assemblies, similar
to bacterial biofilms, is reported in literature for certain
viruses.52 Extracellular “viral biofilms” would appear to be a
major mechanism of propagation for certain viruses with
structure, composition, and function resembling those of
bacterial biofilms. These extracellular infectious structures may
protect viruses from UV radiation and enable them to spread
efficiently. Hence, the emitted UV dose from the disinfector
would not necessarily be the same as the actual dose that the
treated virus receives. Although the applied UV dosage is easy
to measure experimentally, the received dose is not. A well-
known example of the effect of surface structure is the UV
disinfection of N95 masks, owing to the mask’s porous and
multilayer structure, that requires roughly 2 orders of
magnitude higher applied UVC dose for sufficient inactivation
of studied viruses (as compared to a smooth surface
material).53−56 It should be noted that UV radiation has
only a superficial effect that does not penetrate materials.
Hence, the disinfection obtained can be limited to only
surfaces and not the internal structures of the mask.
RH plays a part in determining the nucleic acid

conformation and subsequently affects the survival of microbial
cells. The major part of literature supports that increasing RH
leads to lower UV susceptibility because when RH increases,
water sorption onto the microbe surface may provide
protection against UV-induced DNA or RNA damage.28,42,57,58

If microbe-containing aerosols evaporate water vapor and
approach the size of the actual microbe, the resistance to UV
becomes lower, due to lack of water scattering. The effect of
RH is reported to be more pronounced for UV susceptibility of
bacteria than viruses.13,26 However, some research, such as the
work conducted by Tseng and Li, suggests that the UV
susceptibility for the viruses is higher at low RH (<55%) than
at high RH (>80%).42 The RH effects on UV inactivation
effectiveness also depends on the type of virus nucleic acid,
since the alteration in UV inactivation of ssRNA and ssDNA
viruses is greater than that of dsDNA and dsRNA.42 Therefore,
as a conservative technique, the UV surface disinfection
systems should be designed based on a high RH situation.

■ KINETICS OF SARS-COV-2 UV INACTIVATION
A significant amount of information remains unknown about
the novel SARS-CoV-2 because of difficulties of the laboratory-
scale isolation, identification, and characterization of various
strains. However, the current understanding could help us to
explore the kinetic data for the UVC inactivation process of the
virus. SARS-CoV-2 is an RNA virus,59 similar to other notable
viruses causing human diseases, such as SARS-CoV-1, Ebola
virus, rabies virus, rhinoviruses, influenza viruses, hepatitis A
virus, West Nile virus, polioviruses, and rubeola virus.60

Identified as a ssRNA, the novel CoV is similar to other
benchmark surrogate microorganisms such as bacteriophages
MS2 and Qβ,28 as well as the influenza virus and earlier strains
of the CoV family, such as SARS-CoV-1.61 This is an essential
piece of information because the genomic structure and
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chemistry of a virus are critical factors in determining how the
pathogen responses to UV radiation. Therefore, the UV
disinfection kinetics of a novel virus, such as SARS-CoV-2, can
be extracted from data available for a similarly structured
pathogen. Several databases have summarized the UV
inactivation rate constant for bacteria, viruses, fungi, and
protozoa. The Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation Handbook28

tabulates a comprehensive list of photokinetic data for over
600 microorganisms studied under various UV radiation
sources in different media (water, air, and surfaces).
In addition, the CoV family has been extensively studied and

their response to UVC radiation is well-established. In the
absence of accurate UV inactivation kinetics for SARS-CoV-2,
the previously established data could be utilized to estimate the
required UV dose to inactivate the novel strain of coronavirus.
SARS-CoV-2 is very similar to previous SARS-CoV-1 in terms
of genomic characteristics important for UV-induced damage.
Both are enveloped viruses with a positive-sense ssRNA of
animal origin belonging to the β-CoV group. The amino acid
sequence of spike protein in SARS-CoV-2 is 76.47% identical
to that of SARS-CoV, with the same structural conformation
and electrostatic properties.62,63

The CoV family shows slightly more resistance to UV
compared to commonly studied bacteria such as E. coli.28

According to the Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation Handbook,
the CoV family response to UVC radiation is comparable to
known benchmark viruses such as bacteriophage-MS2,28

showing more UV sensitive characteristics in most cases. The
UV inactivation rate constant for CoV is reported as 1.49 cm2

mJ−1, an order of magnitude greater than those reported for
MS2 (0.13 cm2 mJ−1).42,58 Experimental studies on various
strains of CoV have also outlined a similar conclusion. For
example, Walker and Ko suggested 0.7 mJ cm−2 for 90%
inactivation of CoV aerosols58 in agreement with the result of
earlier studies by Wiess and Horzinek64 and Hirano et al.,65 as
well as those reported by Saknimit et al.66 Duan and co-
workers have proposed a 4.0 mJ cm−2 UV dose for 90%
inactivation of SARS strain CoV-P9.67 A recent genomic model
proposed by Kowalski indicates the UV rate constant for

SARS-CoV-1 to be 3.289 cm2 mJ−1, suggesting 0.7 mJ cm2 for
90% reduction, in agreement with earlier experimental data.68

This data suggests that the CoV family is likely more sensitive
to UV inactivation than the MS2 virus.
On the other hand, a few studies observed more resistant

behavior for SARS-CoV-1, suggesting higher UV dosage
requirement.69 The survey by Tsend and Li confirmed that
the inactivation of airborne viruses, regardless of their nucleic
acid type, can be achieved under mild UV radiation in a
laboratory test chamber.42 Kariwa and co-workers have
evaluated different means for the inactivation of SARS-CoV-
1, including UV. Their study suggested nearly 120 mJ cm−2 of
UV dose is needed to reduce the infectivity from 3.8 × 107 to
180 TCID50/mL, which is more than 99.999% reduction.61

From this perspective, SARS-CoV-1 is similar to influenza virus
and hepatitis A virus, which can be readily eliminated using UV
radiation. Reports indicate 16−35 mJ cm−2 UV dose has
reduced 99.99% of hepatitis A virus55 and 99% of influenza
virus.70

Experimental studies on ssRNA viruses, even the early
strains of the CoV family, strongly support the opinion that the
SARS-CoV-2 can be inactivated by UV radiation.71 However,
the required UV dose and the corresponding level of
inactivation is yet to be determined by the regulatory health
organizations for the novel CoV. Testing of an ongoing
pathogenic microbe, such as the SARS-CoV-2, could be
challenging due to the required biosafety level (BSL)
precautions. Therefore, it is a standard technique to deploy
surrogate viral species as a reference to high BSL species. The
surrogate species should have a similar response to UV
treatment. In general, bacteriophages are more resistant to UV
radiation than other pathogenic viruses; therefore, they are
widely considered as conservative indicators. Based on the
available data in the open literature, the authors of this article
hold the opinion that the SARS-CoV-2 can likely be
categorized with SARS-CoV-1 as a mildly resistant virus to
UV radiation, similar to the hepatitis A virus, influenza virus,
and bacteriophage MS2. It would then be safe to assume a

Table 1. Overview of Recently Published CoV Inactivation Studies

virus
wavelength

(nm) medium
log

reduction
UV dose
(mJ cm−2) remarks source

SARS-CoV-2 254 250 μL liquid 2.1 10 viral samples were tested in a 24-well plate; linear dose response in the 0−6 log
reduction range (no tailing) due to sufficient initial concentration (107)

72

3.9 20

6 40

SARS-CoV-2 280 ± 5 150 μL liquid 0.9 3.75 viral samples were tested in a 60 mm Petri dish; tailing region after 3.3 log, due to the
low initial concentration (104)

73

3.1 37.5

3.3 75

SARS-CoV-2 254 976 μL liquid 3 3.7 three virus concentrations were tested (low, closed hospital rooms; medium, sputum of
a patient; high, terminally diseased patient); 3.7 mJ cm−2 was enough for low
concentration but for high concentration a minimum of 16.9 mJ cm−2 is required to
avoid long-term replication

77

6 16.9

6 84.4

SARS-CoV-2 broad
(200−320)

hard surface 3.56 1 min air-dried droplets on surface were tested; time-based kinetic data; no UV dose data is
presented

78

4.54 2 min

4.12 5 min

HCoV-229E 222 air 3 1.7 as studied HCoVs are airborne; they were tested aerosolized; required dose for same
reduction on surface could be higher

79

HCoV-OC43 3 1.2

SARS-CoV-2 254 surface 1 2.14 no experimental data; all reported kinetic data are based on genomic model; authors
suggested murine hepatitis CoV as the suitable surrogate for SARS-CoV-2

80

SARS-CoV-1 1.8

murine
hepatitis
CoV

2.1

MERS-CoV 2.81
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required UV dose higher than 20 mJ cm−2 for likely 99.9%
reduction.
Over the last few months, a significant number of technical

reports, news, and whitepapers have been released, claiming
the eligibility of various UV disinfection systems and
commercial products against SARS-CoV-2. However, a
majority of above-mentioned reports do not refer to any
validated kinetic data for UV dose requirements for
incremental log removal and rather present time-based data.
Nevertheless, several recently published research articles
suggested experimental photokinetic data for the UVC-
induced SARS-CoV-2 inactivation. Patterson and co-workers
reported that 20 mJ cm−2 and 40 mJ cm−2 doses of 254 nm
UVC could be sufficient to achieve 4-log and 6-log inactivation
of SARS-CoV-2, respectively.72 Inagaki and her team reported
the performance for a 280 nm UV-LED to be 3.1-log at 37.5
mJ cm−2, with a lagging response to reach to higher log
inactivation values due to the insufficient initial concentration
of virus.73 A comprehensive list of recently published articles
on SARS-CoV-2 inactivation is tabulated in Table 1 with
important remarks for each work. Readers are advised to note
that the available materials in literature are not necessarily
peer-reviewed, due to urgency of publishing the experimental
data that may become helpful to research community in
combating the COVID-19 pandemic.
Here, it should be noted that the essential point in

conducting any photokinetic study experiments is deploying
standardized protocols to design appropriate apparatus to
accurately calculate the UV dose delivered by the UV source to
microbial cells. Otherwise, the reported kinetic data will be
hardly reliable and irreproducible.74 For mercury UVC lamps,
the design approach for standard apparatus, referred to as
“collimated beams”, has been proposed and accepted by the
International Ultraviolet Association (IUVA) and US Environ-
mental Protection Agency (USEPA).74 More recently, new
methods have been developed for UVC-LEDs75,76 and
microplasma far-UVC lamps36 by systematically revising the
UV lamp protocol considering the unique characteristics of
mentioned sources.

■ PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

Throughout the current outbreak, the fight against COVID-19
has been mostly (and understandably) focused on the
disinfection of commonly touched surfaces17 and personal

protective equipment.53 UV radiation, along with chemical
disinfectants, have been utilized extensively as a no-touch
automated disinfection technique to disinfect surfaces in public
transport systems such as airplanes, as well as patient rooms
and operating theaters in hospitals.81 Pictures of UV robots
marching through airplanes or hospital corridors made their
way into the news and created awareness regarding the
effectiveness of UV radiation in the elimination of SARS-CoV-
2. In parallel, there has been a surge in online purchases of
various UV disinfection personal merchandise, such as UV
sterilization boxes for personal items and cellphones or hand-
held UV surface disinfection tools. For the case of air
treatment, UV disinfection systems are either integrated into
the central air conditioning system for a building or used as an
individual air purifying device for home or personal usage.
More recently, several concepts of UV-LED integrated facial
masks have appeared online. A significant number of start-up
companies have also been established worldwide in this period
to develop UV disinfection systems.
The final goal of designing a UV disinfection system is to

provide a robust product with reliable and reproducible
performance. In this regard, the performance of any product
must be validated prior to the introduction to market. While
obtaining the reported UV doses for SARS-CoV-2 inactivation
(see Table 1) is not challenging (by extending the exposure
time), the development of UV disinfection devices to deliver
the required dose consistently and uniformly urges design
considerations and extensive validation through well-estab-
lished protocols. This section aims to discuss the gaps in the
information provided as claimed performances seen in the
current market products of which users must be aware. In
other words, when a UV disinfection product advertisement
claims a certain percentage of disinfection, for example, 99.99%
of germs, what does it mean?
As discussed in the Fundamentals of UV Disinfection

section, microbial sensitivity to UV radiation varies widely. For
instance, a 254 nm UV dose of 10 mJ cm−2 can lead to more
than 99.99% (4-log) elimination of E. coli bacteria yet less than
70% reduction of MS2 virus (0.5log).82 Hence, scientifically
speaking, the performance of a UV disinfector, either for air or
surface, should be claimed based on benchmark microbes, and
a general claim such as “99.99% of all germs” is meaningless.
For UV air treatment, to avoid UV shadowing and biofilm

generation by incoming dust, a filtration system, for example,

Figure 3. Incident irradiance pattern of an array of 4 UV-LEDs with the shown layout on a parallel 10 cm × 10 cm surface at 5 cm distance. The
dashed square illustrates a virtual 5 cm × 5 cm surface in the center of the target (10 × 10 cm) surface.
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HEPA or carbon filters, has to be implemented prior to the UV
inactivation area to clarify the validation of UV inactivation
performance in various air stream situations. In addition,
particularly for UV surface disinfection devices, the perform-
ance is a strong function of the distance between disinfector
and the target surface, as well as the size of the target surface.
Therefore, the performance must be declared by indicating the
specified distance and size of the surface at which the
performance has been validated. To simplify this, an example
case is studied in Figure 3. The given array of 4 UV-LEDs, with
certain specifications, provides the illustrated radiation pattern
on a parallel 10 cm × 10 cm surface at 5 cm distance. As can be
seen in the figure, the minimum irradiance on the 10 cm × 10
cm surface is about 0.2 mW cm−2. However, if a 5 × 5 cm
surface within that larger surface is considered, the minimum
irradiance would be around 0.6 mW cm−2 (3 times more). In
other words, the irradiation time required for a certain
disinfection ratio for the 10 cm × 10 cm surface is 3 times
more than that of 5 cm × 5 cm. Therefore, for claiming the
performance of this UV-LED array, the specific covered surface
must be indicated. Given the minimum UV irradiance of 0.6
mW cm−2 in this area, one can claim this arrangement of UV-
LEDs can maintain at least 24 mJ cm−2 UV dose after 40 s of
irradiation (0.6 mW cm−2 × 40 s), only if the LEDs are
secured 5 cm above the surface (not more or less) during this
time. On the other hand, the indication of delivered irradiance
by the UV emitting system in a certain configuration on a
specific area is a more appropriate parameter than any
disinfection rate claims. Last but certainly not least, the surface
type and material, in addition to the ambient conditions
(temperature and humidity level) must be indicated in the
claimed performance.
Additionally, even if the UV disinfection device is validated

to be 99.9% effective against the microorganism, if the initial
concentration of the microbe is very high, the remaining 0.1%
might be sufficient to cause illness. Highly contaminated
surfaces could be frequently touched surfaces in public places,
such as elevator pads, ATM keypads, money bills, door
handles, and toilets, or personal protective equipment, such as
masks or gloves. Hence, the performance of a UV disinfection
product should be appropriately indicated for different log
removal of microorganisms as initial concentrations would be
higher or lower. That is providing sufficient information on the
required exposure time by the user for providing different
incremental log removals (for example, 1−4-logs). During
pandemics such as COVID-19, it is essential to note that even
a 4-log reduction of the virus should not be taken to mean that
sterilized surfaces no longer pose an infectivity threat. Pan et
al.83 reported SARS-CoV-2 viral loads from COVID-19 patient
samples ranging from 641 to 1.34 × 1011 with a reported
median of 7.52 × 105; all expressed in copies per milliliters.
Imagining that a surface is infected with the median value, a
theoretical 4-log reduction in virus concentration would keep
the viral load in the 0−100 copies per milliliter range. Hence, a
6-log reduction is required to be translated to complete
sterilization of the surface.
The performance of a UV disinfection system can be

validated in two stages: (i) by the manufacturer of UV
disinfection product through using standard experimental
protocols and (ii) by certified third-party laboratory testing
via laboratories certified by health agencies such as US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). USEPA41,84 and the
Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation Handbook28 have provided

detailed protocols for validation of UV surface disinfection
devices. For air purifiers, the Generic Verification Protocol
recommended by USEPA85 to design appropriate testing
apparatus for evaluating the performance of bioaerosol
treatment systems should be utilized. A copy of the scientific
validation document should be provided by the manufacturer
to ensure the claimed performance. Consumers should take
care in selecting devices and look for third-party testing
evidence, as well as the certification of device materials and
electrical components by regulatory organizations worldwide
such as the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF), Under-
writer Laboratories (UL), Canadian Standards Association
(CSA), and Deutscher Verein des Gas- and Wasserfaches
(DVGW), as applicable.

■ SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
UV has many effects on skin physiology, with some
consequences occurring acutely and others in a delayed
manner. One of the most apparent acute effects of UV on the
skin is the induction of a cascade of mediators in the skin that
together causes “sunburn”. UV radiation is also classified as a
“complete carcinogen” because it is both a mutagen and a
nonspecific damaging agent and has properties of both a tumor
initiator and a tumor promoter. The risk of skin cancer is
heavily influenced by UV exposure and skin pigmentation.86

Moreover, if the eye is exposed to excessive UV radiation,
several severe consequences are likely to take place, including
photokeratitis, erythema of the eyelid, cataracts, solar
retinopathy, and retinal damage.87

Dangerous UV exposure to human skin or eye includes
direct irradiation, in addition to secondary exposure due to the
UV reflection from surfaces. The secondary exposure from
materials with high reflectance in the UV region must be a
crucial consideration in designing UV surface disinfection
devices. For instance, PTFE, aluminum, and stainless-steel
surfaces can reflect up to 95%, 90%, and 50% of UVC
radiation, respectively. The threshold limit value (TLV) for
human UV exposure is an “effective” UV dose (irradiance ×
exposure time) of 3 mJ cm−2 in an 8 h time frame based on
regulation provided by different associations such as the
American Cancer Society, American Conference of Govern-
mental Industrial Hygienists, and European Agency for Safety
and Health at Work. The word “effective” in this regulation is
crucial and defined based on the maximum sensitivity of the
human eye, which was found to be at approximately 270 nm.88

This wavelength is used as a reference for the effectiveness of
other UV wavelengths to elicit a biological response. For
example, the spectral effectiveness of 254 nm UVC rays is 0.5,
which means that 6 mJ cm−2 of 254 nm UVC can cause the
same effect as 3 mJ cm−2 of 270 nm (TLV for human
exposure). The TLV values over the UVC region are extracted
from the Ultraviolet Radiation Guide provided by the US Navy
Environmental Health Center88 and described in Figure 4. If
the dose of UV exceeds the TLV, severe sunburn-like reactions
could be initiated, leading to “sunburn cells” on the skin. In
addition to use of appropriate PPE, such as UV protective
goggles and gloves, providing some safety features such as a
child lock and motion sensors, as well as designing a shield for
the UV exposure area could significantly diminish the chance
of human exposure.
Even when the manufacturer provides the most effective

system, the degree of diligence on the user side will ultimately
determine the success of the UV disinfection with the same
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situation for the safety of the operation. For example, hand-
held UV disinfection equipment should not be used for any
kind of hand or wound sterilization. General public users may
also not be aware of how long one must irradiate any specific
surface type at what distance and with what safety
considerations. Hence, providing a comprehensive operation
manual with the product is necessary for UV surface
disinfection units. Additional exposure is also required for
the folds and crevices of surfaces. Thus, for hand-held UV
surface disinfectors, the minimum necessary exposure time
must be presented in product guidelines similar to existing
hygiene protocols that provide a recommendation for the use
of chemical wipes for defined periods, ranging from 1 to 10
min to treat frequently touched surfaces adequately.
Ozone generation is identified among the risks associated

with UV disinfection, particularly for air disinfection
application. The competing processes of ozone generation
and dissociation from and to molecular oxygen catalyzed by
deep UV irradiation is described in the literature extensively.89

It is known that radiation in the far-UVC region is capable of
generating ozone via photolysis of environmental oxygen
molecules. Therefore, systems designed to apply far-UVC
radiation for air disinfection could generate ozone during their
operation; however, the risk posed by this generation is a
function of the UV source power output and its emission
spectrum, as well as air flow or stagnation and operation duty
cycle. For example, the generated ozone in air by 222 nm far-
UVC exposure is measured to be <0.005 ppm in the work by
Welch et al.90 They studied the inactivation of aerosolized
microorganisms and stated that the ozone concentration is not
a significant level to provide an antimicrobial effect.
Accordingly, risk of ozone exposure should be included in an
overall evaluation of safety for far UV−C irradiation in the
presence of humans. The safe limit of ozone generation is
reported by various regulatory organizations and is tabulated in
Table 2.
Last but not least, UV irradiation is known to cause

degradation of materials that are irradiated (i.e., polymers).
Such degradation can dissociate the material structure and
reduce the lifetime of the irradiated material by creating
radicals on the surface that could interact with the virus and
cause in situ mutation. Therefore, the applied dose of UVC
energy should be balanced to achieve acceptable levels of

biocidal efficacy and avoid excessive energy that would damage
the surfaces throughout the anticipated lifetime.95 This is not
possible unless microscale damage on polymeric surfaces of
target surfaces, such as those in health care facility, are carefully
characterized. A group of characterization methods has been
recommended in the literature to detect early onset damage to
plastic surfaces.96 Using these characterization methodologies,
a very recent work by Teska et al. studied the induced damage
to various polymers.97

■ CONCLUDING INSIGHT
The recent COVID-19 outbreak has been deemed a global
health emergency. Internationally, the number of confirmed
reports has continued to rise. Time alone will tell how human
intervention has affected the course of the COVID-19
pandemic. It is perhaps clear now that stay-at-home alone
may not be sufficient to prevent the spread of COVID-19;
thus, in addition to conventional preventive measures,
innovative disinfection technologies, including UV radiation,
grabbed tremendous attention. The surge in the use of UVC
sterilization devices for air and surface disinfection testifies to
the fact that the general public craves effective and convenient
disinfection methods. In the absence of an established protocol
and guidelines to validate commercial UV disinfection
products, numerous UV-based sterilization devices with
unknown efficacies against SARS-CoV-2 and lack of safety
measured caused a major concern whether such products are
yet at a stage to be used by amateur users. Here, we provided
an authoritative review on the applicability, validation,
operation, and safety of UV disinfection devices from the
perspective of the COVID-19 pandemic. We believe this
review will open the discussion on the necessity of careful
validation processes for UV disinfection devices before they
become available to untrained users. This, in turn, is
anticipated to generate a great deal of interest among
researchers and industry on developing and manufacturing
new viable UV air and surface treatment devices for current
and future epidemics.
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Table 2. Overview of Available Regulations for Ozone
Generation

organization regulation ref

US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)

limits ozone generation from indoor medical
devices to be no more than 0.05 ppm

91

Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(OSHA)

requires exposure to a concentration of not
more than 0.10 ppm for 8 h

92

National Institute of
Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH)

regulates an upper limit of 0.10 ppm, not to be
exceeded at any time

93

US Environmental
Protection Agency
(USEPA)

publishes National Ambient Air Quality
Standard for ozone as maximum 8 h outdoor
concentration of 0.08 ppm

94
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